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10 Network Security Mechanisms

10.1 Authenticated Key Exchange

We will look here at a standard situation in modern security: two users A, B
both have certified public keys pkA, pkB, and we now want to establish a
secure connection between them. This is usually solved by somehow using
the public key pairs in some appropriate protocol to establish a short-lived
session key K, which is then used in to provide secrecy and authentication
by secret-key techniques.

It must be ensured, however, that both users can be sure that they agree
on K, and that they share K with the right person, i.e., if A thinks he has
been talking to B and vice versa, it should be ensured that K is really known
only to A and B. A little more precisely, an authenticated key exchange
protocol is a protocol for two parties A, B. Each party starts the protocol
with the intention of establishing a key with some other party. At the end,
a party concludes whether the protocol successfully generated a key or not.
The following should hold unless the underlying cryptography is broken:

• If A intends to talk to B, B intends to talk to A, and both concluded
that the protocol was successful, then they agree on K.

• If A intends to talk to B, and concludes that the protocol successfully
generated key K, then it must be the case that B participated with
the intention of talking to A, and the adversary has no information on
K. A symmetric condition holds for B.
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Note that we cannot demand that both parties always agree on whether the
protocol was successful: if, for instance, A is to receive the last message in
the protocol, the adversary can always stop this message or replace it with
an incorrect one. Then B thinks everything is fine, but A concludes that it
failed.

Note also that overly simplistic solutions do not work. For instance, if A
would just send a session key to B encrypted under B’s public key, this would
not satisfy the definition: B cannot verify that the encrypted key comes from
A, and A cannot verify that B is out there to receive it.

A third condition is that we usually want the key to be fresh, that is, if
A(B) follows the protocol he can be sure that the key K is a new key that
has been randomly chosen, independently of anything else. This makes sure
that an adversary cannot make you reuse an old session key, which is an
undesirable thing to do as we discussed in the key management section.

In a nutshell, one can say that an authenticated key exchange protocol
should create a situation that is equivalent to having a totally trusted key
distribution center, that sends privately a fresh and secret key to both parties
– the worst an adversary can do is to stop the communication.

10.2 How to not do it

Experience shows that authenticated key exchange is harder to achieve than
it may seem. As an example, consider the following protocol, proposed in
1978 by Needham and Schroeder. We assume in the description that A and
B already know each other’s public keys.

1. A chooses nA and sends EpkB
(IDA, nA) to B.

2. B decrypts, checks IDA, chooses nB and sends EpkA
(nA, nB) to A.

3. A decrypts, checks that the correct value of nA appears in the result,
and sends EpkB

(nB) to B.

4. B decrypts and checks that the correct value of nB appears in the
result.

Here, nA, nB are so called nonces, i.e., values chosen from a large domain,
so that we may assume they will repeat with negligible probability.
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It may seem plausible to believe that if both A and B end up accepting
the values they see, we have essentially what we wanted above, namely A, B
agree on the values of nA, nB, and no one else knows these values. After all,
only B can decrypt values encrypted with pkB, and similarly for A. So they
can now use nA, nB as basis for generating a session key and communicate
securely afterwards.

Unfortunately, this turns out to be false! It is possible for a third user E
with a certified public key to mix two instances of the protocol, and fool B.
This goes as follows:

1. Suppose A starts a session with E, thus A will send EpkE
(IDA, nA) to

E.

2. E decrypts this and starts up a session with B, pretending to be A. So
E will send EpkB

(IDA, nA) to B.

3. B decrypts this, finds the right ID in the result, and sends EpkA
(nA, nB)

to E.

4. E is of course not able to decrypt this, but can instead simply forward
the message EpkA

(nA, nB) to A.

5. A will decrypt this, find a result that has exactly the form he expected,
and will therefore return EpkE

(nB) to E.

6. E can decrypt, find nB, and is now able to send EpkB
(nB) to B.

7. When B decrypts, he will accept since he finds the right value of nB in
the result.

As a result, if we went on to use this as a basis for creating a session
key, B would believe he was communicating securely with A, but is in fact
talking to E – this of course completely defeats the purpose of the protocol.

10.3 The Secure Socket Layer Protocol

One of most common solutions for authenticated key-exchange used today,
is the Secure Socket Layer protocol (SSL). It takes a different approach than
Needham-Schroeder by using digital signatures in addition to the encryption.
The basic idea being that one party must sign a nonce chosen by the other.
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This does not automatically solve the type of problem we have just seen,
however, the latest version of SSL does appear to be secure against this type
of attack. SSL is now being replaced by Transaction Security Layer (TSL),
but there are only very minor differences.

To understand how SSL fits into Internet traffic, we need to recall some
information on how Internet traffic works: first of all, Internet traffic is split
is small packages using the IP protocol, where each packet has a sender and
receiver IP address. Furthermore, the TCP protocol which is used on top of
this requires further structure on packets. The TCP protocol is connection
oriented, which means that particular types of packet are sent and acknowl-
edged in order to open a connection. Later packages can be recognized as
belonging to a connection established earlier, and TCP has a built-in mech-
anism ensuring that packets can be placed at the receiver in the order they
were sent, and that a resend will be requested if a packet is missing.

In practice, SSL is used to set up secure http-connections on the Internet.
This means that in the standard protocol stack, SSL is placed between the
application and the TCP/IP transport layers. More concretely, the data that
SSL transports are put inside TCP/IP network packets, so these packets can
be moved to the right place by the TCP/IP connection, but the contents of
the packets can only be handled by SSL compliant clients or servers.

SSL is always executed between a Server and Client, and in its basic
form, it requires that both Server and Client have public-key certificates and
access to the corresponding private keys. In addition, both must be able to
verify each others’ certificates, i.e., a certificate chain must exist, connecting
the Server’s certificate to a public key known to the Client a priori, and vice
versa. It is also possible, however, to do a “one-sided” SSL, where only the
server has a certificate. In this case, the Client can verify the identity of the
server it is talking to, but the Server cannot verify the identity of the Client.

SSL is composed of several protocols:

Record Protocol which is responsible for the “raw” transmission of data.
The other protocols below rely on this one for transporting data. It
uses a so called cipher spec to determine how to encrypt/decrypt and
authenticate/verify data. The cipher spec says which encryption and
other algorithms to use for this. In particular, the spec may be empty,
i.e., specify that no encryption should be done.

Handshake Protocol This is the part of SSL that does authenticated key
exchange. Using SSL terminology, the job of the handshake protocol
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is to bring server and client from a state where they have an empty ci-
pherspec and no common keys, to a point where they have negotiated
which algorithms to use, and have done an authenticated key exchange.
The client initially sends to the server a list of the cryptographic algo-
rithms it supports, in decreasing order of preference. The server then
in the next message says which of the possibilities it has selected.

Then the actual authenticated key exchange is done, this will be dis-
cussed in more detail later.

Finally, the parties exchange Change Cipher Spec messages (see below)
to signal that we should now start using the negotiated algorithms and
keys.

Change Cipher Spec Protocol This is just a one message protocol where
one party tells the other to change from one cipher spec to another that
has just been negotiated.

Alert Protocol This is a one message protocol used to signal error messages
to the other side.

It is important to understand that even if we verify theoretically the
security of the main part, namely the actual key exchange protocol, this
does not guarantee security of the entire SSL construction. For instance,
since the set of crypto-algorithms used is not fixed but is negotiated, an
adversary may try to manipulate messages between honest players to try to
make them use an algorithm for encryption that is weaker then what they
can actually use. Note that this may be possible since, while we are doing the
handshake, the communication is not yet protected. Indeed, there has been
analysis of earlier drafts of SSL pointing out weaknesses of this form. The
latest version of SSL fixes this problem by including the list of algorithms in
the data that is authenticated in the final step of the handshake.

10.3.1 The SSL key exchange

We give here a description of the main part of SSL, the actual key exchange
protocol. It is important to note that we have stripped away many details
from the actual SSL specification, in order to focus on the essential concepts.

1. C sends a hello message containing nonce nC .
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2. S sends a nonce nS and its certificate CertS (containing the public key
pkS of S).

3. C verifies CertS, and chooses a so called pre master secret pms at ran-
dom. C sends EpkS

(pms) to S, also C sends its certificate CertC to S,
plus its signature sigC on the concatenation of nC , nS and EpkS

(pms).

4. S verifies CertC and sigC . If OK, it decrypts pms.

5. S sends to C a ”finished” message containing essentially a MAC on all
messages sent in this instance of the protocol, with pms as the secret
key.

6. C verifies the MAC, and if OK returns its own finished message, also
with a MAC on all messages sent up to this step.

7. At this point both parties derive from nS, nC and pms a set of keys
for secret-key authentication and encryption of the following data ex-
change.

The idea here is that S authenticates itself by being able to send a finished
message with a correct MAC, thus proving that it was able to compute pms
and hence knows skS. The client authenticates itself by being able to sign a
message containing the encryption of pms. This acts as a sort of signature
from C on pms, but is not enough on its own because signing an encryption
does not prove that you know the plaintext. However, C establishes this
knowledge by sending a correct ”finished” message at the end (where pms
should be used as key).

It is an important point that the parties send a MAC on all messages
sent in the protocol, including in the hand-shake. By MAC’ing the entire
view, each party can check that the other party had the same view of the
protocol, i.e., the attacker did not change any messages! This essentially
forces the attacker to only look at messages sent by the peers and forward
these truthfully, which ensures that the overall protocol is secure if the basic
protocol —without the MAC— is secure against an adversary that is only
allowed to look at the communication. This techniques of final authentication
of views is very powerful and is used by several key exchange protocols.

Nothing we said so far really proves that the protocol is secure from
the type of interleaved protocol attack that killed Needham-Schroeder. It is
possible to give such a proof, but this requires a formal model and definition
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of what security of an authenticated key exchange protocol means. This is
outside the scope of this course so we will not give any formal proof here.
But intuitively, consider a server S ′ that wants to impersonate S. Clearly,
the honest client will send pms encrypted under pkS, so we have to check if
S ′ could somehow start a session with S, pretending to be a client, and fool S
into producing some messages that S ′ could then use to complete the protocol
with C. However, an honest server never sends pms, not even in encrypted
form. And since computing the finished message requires knowledge of pms,
S ′’s only option is to make sure that S will produce this message. However,
this is a MAC that takes as input all messages up to this point, so if this
is to be acceptable to C, the conversation between C and S ′ must match
exactly the conversation between C ′ and S. In other words, we have reduced
S ′ to a mere communication channel that just forwards messages from C to
S and vice versa. This can of course not lead to a successful attack. Finally,
S ′ might also try to make S start a session where S acts as client, but in
this case S would insist on choosing its own pre-master secret, so this cannot
help in playing against another client.

Conversely, if some C ′ wants to impersonate C towards S, he could try to
start up another session with C. However, C will sign a message containing
an encryption of the pms he chooses, under the public key of the server he
thinks he is talking to. So if C ′ pretends to be S towards C, an encryption
EpkS

(pms) will be sent, and C ′ cannot learn pms and so cannot produce the
right ”finished” message on his own. He can only make C produce it by
having the conversation with C match exactly the conversation he himself
has with S by the same argument as above, so he is then again reduced
to a “communication channel”. If C ′ pretends to be himself towards C, an
encryption EpkC′ (pms) will be sent. Then C ′ can learn pms, but to finish the
game with S, he needs to replace this by EpkS

(pms), and now the signature
from C will not match anymore.

10.4 Password-authenticated key exchange

As mentioned, one flexibility offered by SSL is that one can allow for “one-
way” authentication, i.e., the server identifies itself towards the client, but
no authentication is performed of the client. One-way authentication is the
best you can do if the client does not have a certificate, as is often the
case in practice. It can still accomplish something useful, however: having
established a connection, the server still has no idea who it is talking to.
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However, the client can now authenticate itself by sending a password to the
host over the secure connection. Since the server is authenticated and the
channel is encrypted, the client knows it will not be revealing the password
to a malicious server.

The “one-way SSL plus password” method is useful, but also has some
disadvantages. First, it only allows the client to authenticate itself towards
the servers it holds passwords for. Second, it becomes harder to prove security
of the total process because the sending of the password is not an integrated
part of the protocol, but comes ”after the fact”. So some researchers have
suggested that in such scenarios the user authentication is only based on se-
curity of the passwords anyway, so we we might as well use only the password
and forget about the certificates. One should then try to design the protocol
such that an attacker cannot break the scheme essentially faster than the
time it would take him to guess the password by repeatedly trying to login
with guessed passwords. This is simply because such an attack can never
be prevented, so the optimal result is to prove that this is the best possible
attack.

At first sight, this may seem like a very easy problem: since both parties
know a secret (pw) can’t we just derive a secret key directly from pw, or
even use pw itself for encryption and MAC’ing? However, the problem is
that long term usage of such a key on large amounts of data is generally
problematic. Even worse, we are talking about a password that must be
short enough to be remembered, which means that the number of possible
passwords is usually much smaller than the number of possibilities one would
want for a secret encryption key. Therefore, if the adversary gets hold of some
plaintext encrypted under the password, he can (offline, on his own machine)
run through all possible passwords and find the correct one very efficiently,
namely the password that leads to a meaningful plaintext after decryption.
This is not the security we wanted – as mentioned, we want that the adversary
can do no better than to trying to log on-line a few times, which is of course
much slower than off-line guessing and can be stopped completely by freezing
an account after a few failed log-ons.

So although the problem is not trivial, it can be solved with some care.
Password authenticated key exchange protocols are relatively new, but are
currently being considered for standardization, e.g., by the Internet task force
and IEEE. One such protocol is known as SRP. It has, however, no security
proof. There are provably secure solutions around, for instance a suggestion
by Bellare et al. from the EuroCrypt 2000 conference (Authenticated key
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exchange secure against dictionary attacks). Password-based key exchange
has so far not been used to a significant extent in commercial products.

10.5 IPSec

Making a long story as short as possible, IPSec is a set of protocols that do a
job very similar to what SSL can do, but on a different layer in the standard
protocol stack, namely inside the transport layer. As suggested by the name,
this is a set of protocols for setting up a secure connection, also known as a
security association between two ip addresses. The fact that the protocol is
on a lower layer means, for instance, that the sequence numbers and other
control information that is used to handle a TCP connection are encrypted
while in transit, this would not be the case for SSL. On the other hand, data
from different http connections typically go through the same tunnel if they
travel between the same IP numbers, so this gives in itself no separation
between different applications that run on the same client, for instance.

IPSec is designed and maintained by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), and can handle connections using the new IP v6 addresses. This is
the new standard that aims to solve the long standing problem that there
are not enough different IP addresses in the old standard.

To create a security association, IPSec uses a key exchange protocol
known as the Internet Key Exchange (IKE). IKE is actually a name for a
rather large set of different alternative methods. Typically, however, public-
key certificates are used to identify the other party, just like in SSL. Unlike
SSL, however, the main option in IKE does not use standard public-key
encryption and signatures, based on RSA for instance. Instead, a differ-
ent public-key technique is used, known as the Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
Note, however, that IKE is designed to be independent of the rest of IPSec,
so any method for key exchange can in principle be used without having to
change the protocols for data transport in IPSec.

Diffie-Hellman key exchange in its basic form uses arithmetic modulo a
prime number p. Some number g in the interval from 0 to p−1 is chosen once
and for all, and when A and B want to exchange a key, we do the following:
A chooses a random number a and sends ga mod p to B. Likewise, B chooses
b at random and sends gb mod p to A. The trick is now that A can compute
(gb mod p)a mod p based on what he got from B and his own random choice.
Likewise, B can compute (ga mod p)b mod p. These two values turn out to
be equal, namely they are both equal to gab mod p, so this value can be used
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as a common key.
This really follows from basic rules for exponentiation, namely, if we forget

about the divisions by p, it is well known that (ga)b = (gb)a = gab. It turns
out that the reductions modulo p make no difference for this rule, equality
still holds. A third party observing the protocol will only see ga mod p and
gb mod p. If p is chosen large enough, it is believed to be infeasible to compute
from this information the key gab mod p. This is the so called Diffie-Hellman
problem.

It should be noted that the basic protocol above does not give us authen-
ticated key exchange: A has no idea who sends him gb mod p. So some extra
precautions should be (and are) taken in IPSec to handle this problem: au-
thentication is essentially added by an application of the techniques of final
authentication of views.

10.6 Applications of Secure Channel Set-up

10.6.1 Secure http

Secure http is simply another name for usage of SSL or TLS to set up a secure
connection between a web server and a client. Secure http can be referred to
directly in web addresses as https://www.... Such a connection works on
a level below the application, that is it creates a secure tunnel between the
client and the server, anything that goes through is encrypted and checked
for authenticity, and the higher level application does not need to be aware
that the connection is secure.

10.6.2 Virtual Private Networks

Virtual Private networks (VPN) solutions are designed to set up secure con-
nections from a local area network to a remote PC. During the set-up, which
happens between the PC and a VPN gateway, the remote PC is assigned
an IP-address as if it was a part of the local network. After setting up the
connection all traffic between the PC and the VPN gateway is encrypted
and checked for authenticity. This requires, of course, that an authenticated
key-exchange is done during the set-up, using techniques like the ones we saw
earlier. Most VPN products use their own proprietary protocols for setting
up the connection, or they use the IPSec protocol.

The PC can now work as if it was physically a part of the local network.
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The idea is that a company can for instance allow employees to work from
home, while still having access to confidential company data as if they were
at work.

VPN solutions can certainly be useful, but are not enough by themselves.
Even with VPN, one usually needs also a firewall and other protection (see
below).

10.6.3 Higher Level Channels

The protocols above are on a relatively low level: they provide secure commu-
nication between machines and low-level processes, not between human users.
For example, even an SSL connection where both parties are authenticated
cannot be used to sign an email or a document, simply because SSL does not
know about the concept of a document, it just encrypts and authenticates
everything that is sent.

There are several protocols and solutions around that provide security
for higher-level objects. For instance, the S/MIME standard. MIME is
the standard format in which emails are transported on the net. S/MIME
is an extension where some extra fields are added, that allow transport of
encrypted and signed emails. There are reserved fields for a signature, for a
secret key that is encrypted under the recipient’s public key, etc. Another
example of this type is the XML standard – an extension of HTML which,
among many other things, allows incorporating signatures and encryption
into www documents.

Another way to do “high-level” cryptography is the Pretty Good Privacy
(PGP) software (exists also in a public GNU version known as GPG). This is
used by many private people, but mostly by those that are actively interested
in security. PGP provides capability to sign and encrypt mail and documents.
It does not use certification of public keys by CA’s, instead it uses a concept
known as “web of trust”, i.e., your friends can send you a public key of a
third person and assert that they trust this public key. You can then decide
to trust the key, if enough of your friends have recommended that you do so
(or if you have received the key from a source you trust yourself).
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